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We report an implementation of the LDA+U method based on the state-of-the-art linear combination of
pseudo-atomic orbital �LCPAO� method, which is suitable for large-scale O�N� electronic structure calculations
based on the density functional theory. By introducing a dual representation of the occupation number matrix
instead of the on-site or full representations, the LDA+U formalism is refined to be consistent with a nonor-
thogonal LCPAO basis in regard to the sum rule of the total number of electrons. For typical transition metal
oxide bulk systems, the band gap, magnetic moment, and detailed electronic structures are investigated with
the different choices of basis orbitals and effective U values as well as the definition of the occupation number
matrix. The results are in good agreement with previous theoretical and experimental studies, indicating that
the proposed LDA+U scheme combined with the O�N� method is a quite promising approach for the study of
large-scale correlated material systems consisting of localized electrons. We discuss the electronic structure and
magnetic properties of �NiO�m / �CoO�n superlattices as an application of our method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since its first suggestion by Hohenberg, Kohn, and
Sham,1,2 the density functional theory �DFT� combined with
local density approximation �LDA� or generalized gradient
approximation �GGA� have made a great success in the de-
scription of ground state and related properties without any
adjustable parameter.3,4 However, due to the simplification in
their exchange-correlation �XC� functional form and other
unphysical features like self-interactions, LDA and GGA fail
to describe the system with strong Coulomb interactions
such as transition metal oxides and rare-earth compounds.5–9

Several attempts have been devoted to improving this primi-
tive LDA approximation and its GGA extension in order to
extend the applicability of the DFT to the systems with
strong electron correlations. One of the developments toward
improving LDA is to merge LDA with a model-based many-
body technique such as Hubbard model10 and dynamical
mean-field theory �DMFT�.11 GW and self-interaction cor-
rection �SIC� are other examples5 by including the many-
body self-energy terms �GW� or excluding the unphysical
self-interactions �SIC�.5

Among various approaches, the LDA+U method5,12 has
made a success in understanding strongly correlated systems
partly due to its simplistic treatment of the on-site Coulomb
correlation effect and the modest computational time as a
result. In principle the LDA+U approach requires only the
same scale of computational cost with LDA because of the
local correction in real space. From the point of view regard-
ing the description of large-scale correlated systems, LDA
+U can be considered as one of the most efficient ap-
proaches.

Meanwhile the development of methodology reducing the
computational cost is another important issue in first-
principles DFT calculations. For example, there have been

great efforts to develop a linear-scaling method, so called
O�N� method,13–19 and to make efficient basis orbitals.20–27

The use of linear-combination-of-pseudo-atomic-orbital
�LCPAO� methods, i.e., localized basis functions with a van-
ishing tail, enables us not only to reduce the computational
cost but also to be more adequate for using various O�N�
algorithms. Along with recent advances of bioscience and
nanotechnology, the applicability of DFT to realistic large-
scale systems at nanometer scale and in biological molecules
becomes more demanding.

While there have been several implementations of LDA
+U into the linear muffin-tin orbital �LMTO� method,12 full-
potential linearized augmented plane-wave �FLAPW�
method,28 projector augmented-wave �PAW� method,29 pseu-
dopotential-plane-wave method,30 and full-potential local-
orbital method,31 not much progress has been made in the
LDA+U LCPAO method20,21,26 toward O�N� calculations.
The LDA+U method combined with the LCPAO basis may
have significance in extending the applicability of DFT to the
large-scale system with strong Coulomb correlations. In ad-
dition, the extraction of tight-binding parameters is natural
within the LCPAO formalism and its application to DMFT
calculations is highly plausible too.

In this paper we report our implementation of LDA+U
into the state-of-the-art LCPAO method and present our re-
finement of LDA+U formalism for the nonorthogonal
atomic orbital basis. Results of our calculations applied to
typical transition metal oxide �TMO� bulk systems are in
good agreement with experimentals as well as the previous
calculations in the band structure, band gap, and magnetic
moment. It is noted that, although the use of a local orbital is
natural for the implementation of LDA+U methods, there
has been some ambiguity in the definition of occupation
number within the nonorthogonal linear-combination-of-
atomic-orbitals �LCAO� basis.32 We attempt to resolve this
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issue by introducing a dual representation of the occupation
number matrix. The suggested dual representation not only
preserves the original concept of atomic density but also sat-
isfies the sum rule. We compare the physical quantities ob-
tained by introducing the dual representation with those by
using other definitions suggested before. We also investigate
how the choice of the LCPAO basis such as multiple zeta and
polarization orbitals affect the electronic structure obtained
by the LDA+U calculations.

II. FORMALISM

A. LDA+U total energy functional

The problem of LDA in the description of localized d-
and f-electrons in transition metal oxides and rare-earth com-
pounds, which is related to the band gap, local moment, and
orbital polarization, is mainly attributed to the LDA treat-
ment of the Coulomb interactions among electrons. A pre-
scription to cure such a failure is to introduce an orbital-
dependent functional. The LDA+U method6 is one of the
simple orbital-dependent functionals in which a generalized
Hubbard model is introduced in order to treat the localized d
and f electrons based on the unrestricted Hartree-Fock
theory. Then, in conjunction with the generalized Hubbard
model, the LDA+U total energy functional is given by add-
ing the energy EU

0 of a generalized Hubbard model for the
localized electrons to the LDA functional and by subtracting
a double counting energy Edc

U of the localized electrons de-
scribed in a mean-field sense:5,6

ELDA+U = ELDA + EU
0 − Edc

U , �1�

where EU
0 is given by a spherically averaged screened-

Coulomb energy U and exchange energy J:

EU
0 =

1

2�
�

U� �
�mm�

n�m
� n�m�

−� +
1

2�
�

�U� − J�� �
�,m�m�

n�m
� n�m�

� ,

�2�

where � is the spin index, and ���ilp� with the site index i,
angular momentum quantum number l, and multiplicity
number of radial basis function p. n�m

� is an eigenvalue of the
occupation number matrix to be discussed later on. Here U
and J values are assumed to be dependent only on the index
�, but independent of the azimuthal quantum number m,
which is regarded as a simplification to the Hartree-Fock
theory by a spherical average.33 In this study the U- and
J-values are treated as adjustable parameters rather than
quantities derived from the first-principles calculation such
as a constrained DFT approach.

One possible choice of the double counting term Edc
U is33

Edc
U =

1

2�
�

U�N��N� − 1� −
1

2�
�

J��
�

N�
��N�

� − 1� , �3�

where N�
�=�mn�m

� and N�=N�
↑ +N�

↓ . It is noted that the ex-
pression in Eq. �3� for the double counting term is also de-
rived by assuming an integer occupation number, 0 or 1, in
the atomic limit. Thus the form is expected to be suitable for

highly localized d and f electrons. Another possible way is to
estimate the double counting term by assuming the uniform
occupancy.7 Although there is an attempt to bridging two
limits:8 the atomic limit with an integer occupation number
and the mean field with the uniform occupancy, we adopt the
atomic limit Eq. �3� as a double counting term because our
main interest lies on TMO systems with highly localized d
electrons. The energy correction EU�EU

0 −Edc
U to the LDA

energy can be written by a penalty functional as follows:

EU =
1

2�
�

�U� − J���
�

�Tr�n�
�� − Tr�n�

�n�
��� . �4�

If �U�−J�� is positive, the energy correction always imposes
a positive penalty on the total energy except for the case with
a diagonal integer occupation number 0 or 1, which means
that the state with an integer occupation number is stabilized,
leading to the orbital polarization. It is easy to verify that the
derivative of the functional with respect to N�

� is discontinu-
ous at an integer N�

�, since the diagonal occupation number
n�m

� varies from 0 to 1 in principle. Unlike the LDA and
GGA this feature is consistent with the condition that the
exact exchange-correlation functional should possess.9 It is

convenient to define an effective Coulomb energy as Ū�

��U�−J��, since only the difference �U�−J�� is important
in this spherically averaged but still rotationally invariant
form of LDA+U energy correction.12,33 Considering the use
of multiple d and f orbitals and the rotational invariance of
the energy correction, we can make a unitary transformation
of Eq. �4� with respect to each subshell �:

EU =
1

2�
�

Ū��
�

�Tr�A�n�
�A�

†� − Tr�A�n�
�A�

†A�n�
�A�

†��

=
1

2�
�

Ū��
�
	�

m

n�mm
� − �

mm�

n�mm�
� n�m�m

� 
 . �5�

In Eq. �5�, the off-diagonal terms within the subshell � of the
occupation number matrix are taken into account, while
those between subshells are neglected. This treatment is con-
sistent with the functional used by Dudarev et al.,33 and is a
simple extension of the rotationally invariant functional for
the case with different Ū values for different basis orbital
index ���ilp�. In this simple extension, we cannot only
include multiple orbitals for the same angular momentum
number l as the basis set, but also can easily derive the force
on atoms in a simple form to be discussed later.

B. On-site density matrix in a dual representation

In Eq. �5�, both the occupation numbers as well as the

effective Coulomb energy Ū are crucial in determination of
the correlation effects from a computational point of view.
Although the localized basis orbitals in the LCPAO method
can be readily adopted for the representation of the on-site
interactions of the LDA+U formalism, however, there is
some ambiguity in the definition of the occupation number
matrix due to the nature of the nonorthogonality of localized
basis orbitals. In this section three different definitions of the
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occupation number matrix are compared and discussed in the
perspective of the sum rule to be satisfied in a physical sense.
In general, the on-site occupation number matrix n�

� for the
orbital � at the site i can be calculated from the density
matrix �̂ of the system by

n�mm�
� = ��m���̂��m�� . �6�

Alternatively, the matrix element n�mm�
� can be rewritten

by introducing a local projection operator P̂�mm�
�

= ��m����m�� for the �m ,m��-th element of the occupation
number matrix n�

�,

n�mm�
� = Tr��̂P̂�mm�

� � . �7�

Then, within the Kohn-Sham �KS� formalism, we can evalu-
ate the occupation number matrix n�mm�

� by

n�mm�
� = �

k�

f��k�
� ���k�

� �P̂�mm�
� ��k�

�  , �8�

where f��� represents the Fermi-Dirac distribution function;
�k�

� and �k�
� are the KS eigenvector and eigenvalue for the

momentum k, band index �, and spin index �, respectively,
and the summation over k implies the k-space integration
over the first Brillouin zone.

For the case of nonorthogonal basis orbitals, however, dif-
ferent sets of the occupation number matrices are expected to
emerge from different choices of the local projection opera-
tors. First, we can think of two obvious choices of the local
projectors:

P̂�mm�
� �on-site� = ��m��˜ ��m�̃� , �9�

P̂�mm�
� �full� = ��m����m�� , �10�

which are called as on-site and full local projectors, respec-
tively. For the on-site projection, a dual orbital ��m�̃ of the
original nonorthogonal basis orbital ��m� is defined as

��m�̃ = �
��m�

S�m,��m�
−1 ���m�� , �11�

so that the overlap matrix between nonorthogonal basis or-
bitals and the dual orbitals satisfy the following biorthogonal
relation:

��m�̃���m��� = ��m�,��m���. �12�

For the use of the on-site and full local projectors, the corre-
sponding occupation number matrices are given by

�i� on-site

n�mm�
� = ��m,�m�

� , �13�

�ii� full

n�mm�
� = �

	n,	�n�

�	n,	n�
� S	n,�mS�m�,	�n�. �14�

The density matrix element �	n,	�n�
� can be evaluated by

�	n,	�n�
� = �	n�˜ ��̂�	�n��˜  = �

k�

fk�
� ck�,	n

� ck�,	�n�
�* , �15�

where ck�,	�n�
� = �	�n��˜ �k�

�  is the LCPAO coefficient. If the
overlap integrals between the basis orbitals are negligible,
that is, S�m,	n���	�mn, then the occupation number matrix
for the full local projector becomes equal to the density ma-
trix or the “on-site” occupation matrix for each subshell �.
Since, however, the overlap integrals cannot be neglected for
the nonorthogonal basis, the choice of the local projectors
will affect the occupation number matrix. The on-site31 and
full32 occupation number matrices have been used in the pre-
vious implementations of LDA+U methods based on the
nonorthogonal LCAO basis.34 While the full version of the
occupation number matrix takes care of the full wave-
function overlaps between the atoms containing localized
3d-or 4f-orbitals and their neighbors, the on-site version to-
tally neglect them. The on-site version of the occupation
number matrix has been implemented by Eschrig and co-
workers into the full-potential local-orbital code and applied
to planar cuprate systems,31 and the full version was used by
Pickett and co-workers for the estimation of U-value from
local-orbital based density functional calculations.32 How-
ever, as Pickett and co-workers have pointed out, the occu-
pation number matrix defined by either the full or on-site
projectors does not satisfy the sum rule, i.e., the trace of the
occupation number matrices do not take account of the total
number of electrons.32

Now let us introduce a new definition of the local projec-
tor and the corresponding occupation number matrix, so-
called a “dual” representation:

P̂�mm�
� �dual� =

1

2
���m��˜ ��m�� + ��m����m�̃�� , �16�

n�mm�
� =

1

2�
	n

���m,	n
� S	n,�m� + S�m,	n�	n,�m�

� � . �17�

The dual version of the occupation number matrix takes the
intermediate form of the full and on-site versions. The sym-
metrization in the projector defined by Eq. �16� is employed
in order to make sure that the resultant effective nonlocal
potential becomes Hermitian. More importantly it is noted
that the dual occupation number satisfies the sum rule ex-
actly:

�
��

Tr�n�
�� =

1

2�
��

�Tr���S� + Tr�S����

=Nele, �18�

where n�
�, ��, and S represent the matrix form of n�mm�

� ,
��m,	n�

� , and S	n,�m�, respectively. Indeed, in the dual formu-
lation, the occupation number matrix is treated consistently
in the same way as in the Mulliken population analysis.35

Though, within the LCAO formalism, there has been no sat-
isfactory way of defining the atomic density from the point
of the sum rule. Contrary to the on-site and full cases, the
dual representation can provide a proper way of counting the
occupation number for the nonorthogonal basis. The same
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concern remains for the case of the LMTO formulation of
LDA+U. In the atomic sphere approximation �ASA�, which
is often used in LMTO, called as LMTO-ASA, a rather arti-
ficial cutoff is required for the description of wave-function
tails outside the muffin-tin sphere,36 but the treatments of the
overlaps between neighbors is not clearly specified.

C. Effective potential and force

The effective potentials and forces on atoms have contri-
butions from the LDA+U correction energy in Eq. �5�. The
derivative of the correction energy of Eq. �5� with respect to
the LCAO coefficient c�,tn

�,* is given by

�EU

�c�,	n
�,* = �

�mm�

vU,�mm�
�

�n�mm�
�

�c�,	n
�,* �19�

with vU,�mm�
� �U��1/2�mm�−n�mm�

� �. The derivative of n�mm�
�

with respect to ck�,	n
�,* depends on the on-site, full, and dual

formulations. From Eqs. �13�, �14�, and �17� we obtain a
simple expression of the effective nonlocal potentials in
terms of the local projectors:

v̂U
� = �

�mm�

v�mm�
U,� P̂�mm�

� �R� , �20�

where R=on-site, full, or dual. Here it is noted that the local

projector P̂�mm�
� �R� of the effective potential v̂U

� is indepen-
dent of the choice of the double counting term, where v̂U

�

may change but P̂�mm�
� �R� remains unchanged even if we

adopt a different mean field form instead of the fully local-
ized limit discussed in Eq. �3�.

It is obvious that the full- and on-site effective potentials
are Hermitian. Further it can be easily verified that the dual-
effective potential is also Hermitian due to the symmetrized
form of the projector of Eq. �16�:

�	n��v̂U
� �	�n��

=
1

2�
m�

vU,	nm�
� S	m�,	�n� +

1

2�
m

S	n,	�mvU,	�mn�
�

= �	�n���v̂U
� �	n� . �21�

Similarly the contribution of the correction energy of Eq. �5�
to the force on the kth atom can be evaluated by

�EU

�Rk
= �

�,�mm�

�EU

�n�mm�
�

�n�mm�
�

�Rk

= �
�,�mm�

vU,�mm�
�

�n�mm�
�

�Rk

= �
k��

fk� �
	n,	�n�

� �ck�,	n
�,*

�Rk
�	n��v̂U

� �	�n��ck�,	�n�
�

+ ck�,	n
�,* �	n��v̂U

� �	�n��
�ck�,	�n�

�

�Rk

+ ck�,	n
�,* ck�,	�n�

� ��	n��v̂U
� �	�n��

�Rk
� . �22�

Considering Ĥkck�=��Ŝkck� and Ĉk
†ŜkĈk= Î, the first and sec-

ond terms in Eq. �22� can be transformed into the derivative
of the overlap matrix. In the third term of Eq. �22� the dif-
ferentiation of the overlap matrix is required, since the ex-
pression of n�

� excludes vU. Also, it is noted that in the on-
site represention no modification is required in the evaluation
of force compared to the LDA case due to the disappearance
of the third term.

D. Computational details

We carried out electronic structure calculations for the
periodic unit cell of transition metal mono-oxide systems
based on the density-functional theory �DFT� within local
spin-density approximation �LSDA�37 and LDA+U by em-
ploying a linear-combination-of-localized-pseudo-atomic or-
bitals �LCPAO� method.26 We used 6
6
6 k-points and
the Ceperley-Alder exchange-correlation energy functional
as parameterized by Perdew and Zunger.37 Double valence
orbitals were used as a basis set of oxygen, which are gen-
erated by a confinement potential scheme26 with the cutoff
radius of 4.5 a.u. For transition metal �TM� atoms we used
double valence and polarization orbitals with the cutoff ra-
dius of 5.5 a.u. The effect of the different selections of the
basis set for transition metal atoms especially within the
LDA+U scheme is investigated and discussed in the next
section. Troullier-Martins type pseudopotentials38 with a par-
tial core correction39 were used to replace the deep core po-
tentials by norm-conserving soft potentials in a factorized
separable form with multiple projectors proposed by
Blochl.40 In this pseudopotential generation, the semicore 3p
electrons for TM atoms were included as valence electrons in
order to take into account the contribution of the semicore
states to the electronic structures. The real space grid
techniques21 were used with the energy cutoff of 160 Ry in
numerical integrations and the solution of the Poisson equa-
tion using fast Fourier transformations �FFT�. In addition,
the projector expansion method was employed to accurately
calculate three-center integrals associated with the deep neu-
tral atom potential with Lmax=6 and Nrad=4.27 All the DFT
calculations were performed using our DFT code, OpenMX,
which is designed for the realization of large-scale DFT
calculations.41

III. TRANSITION METAL MONO-OXIDES

A. Band gaps, magnetic moments, and band structures

Table I lists the band gaps for a series of typical
transition-metal mono-oxide bulk systems, i.e., MnO, FeO,
CoO, and NiO, as calculated by employing LSDA and
LDA+U based on the dual formalism. Similarly to the pre-
vious LDA LDA+U calculation results, the typical increase
of the band gaps is observed for the finite Ū values. The

magnitudes of the gaps and the effective Ū are well com-
pared in a reasonable agreement with experimental results as
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well as the previous calculations. �See the references listed in
Table I.� Since the effect of the Ū values depends on the
calculational methods in detail, however, the direct compari-

son of the results at a fixed value of Ū may not be appropri-
ate.

Table II illustrates the enhancement of the magnetic mo-
ments. As expected, the larger the Ū values, the larger mag-
netic moments are obtained and the values are in good agree-
ment with experiments and previous calculations as listed in
Table II. The difference between the moments from Mulliken
and Voronoi charge analysis will be discussed in the next
section. Figure 1 demonstrates the change of the total density
of states of bulk NiO as the on-site effective Coulomb inter-

action Ū increases from 0 to 4 eV. By taking account of the

on-site correlation effect, Ni-d bands below �above� the
Fermi level are shifted to the lower �higher� energy level,
resulting in a notable gap, and the eg bands of majority spin
move down below to the t2g. The calculated band structure is
given in Fig. 2, which is well compared with previous cal-
culations and experiments.29 The exchange interaction pa-
rameters between the nearest neighbor Ni sites, J1, and the
next nearest neighbors, J2, have been estimated by using the

total energy method42 �Ū=5 eV used�. The obtained result,
J1=1.8 meV and J2=−16 meV, is in reasonable agreement
with the previous calculations by LSDA-SIC �J1=2.3 and
J2=−12 meV�, LSDA-SIC with empty spheres �J1=1.8 and
J2=−11 meV�, LSDA �J1=5.3 and J2=−106 meV�, and the
experiment �J1=1.4 and J2=−19 meV�42 as well.

TABLE I. Calculated band gaps of MnO, FeO, CoO, and NiO as
a function of Ū values. Here we use the dual representation for the
description of the on-site density matrix.

Ū �eV� MnO FeO CoO NiO

0 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.36

2 1.68 0.76 1.20 1.56

4 2.12 1.96 2.20 2.53

6 4.21 2.77 3.01 3.89

Calc. �LSDA� 0.8a 0.0a 0.0a 0.2a

Calc. �LDA+U� 3.5b 3.2c 3.2d 3.1e

Expt. 3.6-3.8f 2.4g 2.4h 4.0i, 4.3j

aReference 52.
bReference 6; Ū=6.04 is used.
cReference 6; Ū=5.91 is used.
dReference 6; Ū=6.88 is used.
eReference 6; Ū=7.05 is used.
fReference 53.
gReference 54.
hReference 55.
iReference 56.
jReference 57.

TABLE II. Magnetic moment at the Ni site in �B unit as a function of Ū values and the definition of
occupation number.

Ū �eV�

Mulliken Voronoi

Other group resultsFull Dual On-site Full Dual On-site

0 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.0 �Ū=0.0�a

2 1.48 1.54 1.59 1.46 1.51 1.55

4 1.59 1.66 1.71 1.55 1.61 1.66

6 1.66 1.74 1.79 1.62 1.69 1.72 1.59 �Ū=6.9�b

Expt. 1.77c, 1.64d, 1.90e

aReference 52.
bReference 6.
cReference 58.
dReference 59.
eReference 60.

FIG. 1. �Color online� The effect of on-site Coulomb interaction
in total density of states �DOS� of bulk NiO. �a� and �b� correspond

to Ū=0 and 4 eV, respectively. Fermi level is set to be zero �verti-
cal dotted line�.
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B. Occupation number matrix

In Sec. II B, we discussed the definitions of occupation
number matrices in the formulation of LDA+U methods es-
pecially within the nonorthogonal LCAO formalism. Figure
3 shows the projected density-of-states �PDOS� of bulk NiO
as obtained from the calculations with the use of the �a�
on-site, �b� dual, and �c� full representations of the local pro-
jection operators in Eqs. �9�, �16�, and �10�, respectively.

Apparent differences among the PDOS results of the Ni
3d eg-, t2g-, and O 2p-states for the use of three different
local projectors are the reduction of the band gap as the local
projector changes from �a� on-site to �b� dual to �c� full rep-
resentations. The similar trend is also seen in the magnetic
moments of Table II; the on-site representation gives the
larger magnetic moments than dual and full. When the full

representation is used, the imposed value of Ū on TM-d or-
bitals is shared with surrounding orbitals, such as O-p, via
the overlap matrix, and consequently we have an effectively

smaller Ū value than the case of using the same Ū but with
the on-site density. The results of the dual representation stay
always in-between full and on-site for both the magnetic mo-
ment �Table II� and the PDOS results �Fig. 3�. It is partly
because the dual projector is defined as the intermediate
form of full and on-site �see Eqs. �9�, �10�, and �16��. Overall
features of the PDOS of bulk NiO presented in Fig. 3 are
consistent with the previous results obtained by the LDA
+U6,28,29 and self-consistent GW �SCGW� methods.43

Apart from the change of band gaps, one can observe that
there are subtle changes of the PDOS weights near the Fermi

level. While there is almost no change in the relative weight
distribution of O 2p PDOS, the PDOS weight of Ni eg-states
just below the gap becomes enhanced significantly and the
t2g-state becomes shifted toward the lower energy, as the
orbital overlap is more effective for the dp� hybridizations
than the dp� ones in the dual and full representations. Thus
it is concluded that the choice of the local projection opera-
tors, on-site, dual, or full, affects the electronic structure due
to their different treatments of the TM-3d and O-2p hybrid-
izations. Although the general features of LDA+U are kept
in all three representations, the use of dual representation is
possibly important in some critical situation owing to the
oversimplification in on-site description.

In the use of nonorthogonal LCAO based methods there
still remains an issue regarding the local charge analysis due
to some ambiguity in the determination of on-site atomic
charges. Because of the intersite overlap of orbitals, the con-
tribution of the nonzero overlap terms to the on-site density

FIG. 2. �Color online� Band dispersion of NiO. Ū=4 eV is used.
Fermi level is set to be zero �horizontal dotted line�.

FIG. 3. �Color online� The dependence of projected DOS of
bulk NiO on the representation of local projector: �a� on-site, �b�
dual, and �c� full. Dotted �blue� and dashed �green� lines represent
Ni eg and t2g states, respectively, and solid �red� lines correspond to
O 2p. Upper and lower panels correspond to the up- and down-spin,

respectively. Ū=4 eV is used. Fermi level is set to be zero �vertical
dotted line�.
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needs to be decomposed into either the site i or the site j. The
Mulliken charge analysis may be one of the most popular
methods35 in which a half of the overlap term is assigned to
the i-site and the other half to the j-site. However, the Mul-
liken analysis is still somehow artificial in the treatments of
wave function and charge as well. Although there has been
no legitimate way to resolve the ambiguity, one can try a
popular method based on the real space partitioning such as
the Voronoi method.44

In fact a real space partition method such as Voronoi
analysis can provide information supplementary to the Mul-
liken analysis. The estimation of the on-site magnetic mo-
ment depends on the way of on-site charge analysis. In Table
II, we compare the results of both Mulliken and Voronoi
charge analysis. Though the Mulliken analysis tends to give
large magnetic moments compared to that of Voronoi, both
results are rather reasonable when compared to previous
studies. However, it is observed that, when the multiple or-
bitals are used for calculation, the Mulliken method tends to
overestimate the magnetic moment, which is attributed to the
longer tails of the multiple orbital basis for both TM and O.
Therefore one has to be cautious in the on-site charge or
magnetic moment analysis when multiple orbitals are em-
ployed for the description of d-orbitals. It is noted that the
charge analysis in LMTO-ASA is similar to the Voronoi
method rather than the Mulliken one in the sense that the
Muffin-tin sphere is used.

C. Choice of the local pseudoatomic orbital (PAO) basis

Often the multiple-zeta and polarization orbitals are
adopted in the LCAO-based calculations,21,45 but it is not
clear how the LDA+U calculation will be affected by the use
of the multiple-zeta and polarization orbitals. The DOS of
NiO calculated by using three different orbital configura-
tions are shown in Fig. 4 where the label
dm�Ū1 , . . . , Ūm�fn�Ū1 , . . . , Ūn� means that the mth d-orbital
has the Ū value of Ūm and nth f-orbital Ūn. For example,
d2�4,2�f1�2� denotes that for the first d-orbitals Ū=4 eV is
used and the second d- and f-orbital, Ū=2 eV is used. The
result demonstrates that the calculated electronic structure
remains robust, not being affected much by the use of addi-
tional multiple-zeta and polarization orbitals except a slight
modification of the valence band structure. It should be men-

tioned that the Ū value imposed on the multiple zeta and the
polarization orbital is not predetermined.

D. Numerical robustness

As for the numerical aspect, the robustness such as con-
vergence in the self-consistency iterations depends on the
definition of the occupation number matrix discussed in Sec.
II. From the calculations with three different definitions of
the local projectors and the Ū values, the convergence rate of
the on-site case turns out to be slower than the others. Its
slow convergence is attributed to the neglect of the overlap
matrix in its definition. In the LCPAO formulation, the KS
eigenfunctions corresponding to the on-site d-orbitals are
modulated by the orbitals of neighboring sites through the

orbital overlaps. Thus, in principle, the orbitals of neighbor-

ing sites should be affected by the effective Ū potential im-
posed on the d-states. Although there is a substantial contri-
bution of the orbitals of neighboring sites to the on-site

d-states, however, the effective Ū is imposed only on the
d-orbitals due to the neglect of the overlap in the on-site
representation. The difficulty arising from the neglect of the

overlap becomes more serious as the the effective Ū value

increases. It is observed that when the very large Ū value is
used, the electronic structure of the NiO bulk switches over
to an unphysical state exhibiting a quite large charge transfer
between Ni and O orbitals. On the other hand, in the other
definitions, full and dual, such an unstable behavior has not
been observed even for the large Ū values.

E. Enhancement of orbital polarization

The LDA+U functional can possess multiple local
minima due to the degrees of freedom in the configuration
space of degenerate orbitals. Since the self-consistent �SC�
electronic structure obtained by the LDA+U method can de-
pend on the initial occupancy ratio in the SC calculation, we
propose a way of obtaining an orbitally polarized state with a
lower energy than that of the nonorbital-polarization state. If
degenerate orbital states are occupied with nearly the same
occupancy ratio at the first stage of SC steps, it often con-

FIG. 4. �Color online� Projected DOS of NiO where the differ-
ent basis orbitals are used: �a� single zeta orbital for Ni-3d, �b�
double zeta and �c� double zeta plus polarization. Dotted �blue� and
solid �red� lines represent Ni and O states, respectively. Fermi level
is set to be zero �vertical dotted line�.
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verges into a local minimum without any orbital polarization
after the SC iteration. On the other hand, it is often more
likely that an uneven occupation of degenerate orbitals, i.e.,
orbital polarization, occurs due to the orbital dependent fun-
tional. As an example of such multiple minima situation in
the energy functional, we can consider the cobalt monoxide
�CoO� bulk, in which the d-states of the cobalt atom are split
to t2g- and eg-states; the five of seven d-electrons occupy the
t2g- and eg-states of the majority spin, and the remaining two
d-electrons occupy the t2g-states of the minority spin. In this
case, the ground state configuration may depend on the ini-
tial occupancy ratios for the t2g-states of the minority spin.
When the initial occupancy ratios are chosen to be uniform,
the SC iteration leads to the nonorbital polarized state unless
any explicit nonuniform distribution of the initial occupancy
is introduced, as shown in Fig. 5�a� of the nonorbital polar-
ized of the bulk CoO. Even though the orbital polarization
solution can be achieved in the presence of the symmetry
break term in the Hamiltonian such as spin-orbit couplings
and Jahn-Teller distortions,46 however, the practical solution
with orbital polarization in practice requires some sort of
acceleration scheme to overcome the energy barrier in con-
figurational space and to access the lower energy minimum
of the LDA+U function.

In order to explore such a degree of freedom for the or-
bital occupation, we developed a general algorithm which

guarantees the orbital polarization47 when it is required. To
do this, we propose an occupation redistribution scheme as
follows:

diagonalize n�m
� = �A�

†n�
�A��mm

n�m
� : ascending order �23�

summation D = �
m=−l

l

n�m
�

redistribution nl� = 1,

nl−1� = 1,

. . . , �24�

nm� = D − �l − m� ,

nm−1� = 0,

… �25�

where D = �
m

nm� �26�

back transform n��
� = A��nm�

��mm��A�
† . �27�

After diagonalizing each subshell matrix consisting of occu-
pation numbers, we introduce a polarized occupation redis-
tribution given by Eq. �25� to induce an orbital polarization
explicitly, while keeping Eq. �26�. Then, through a back
transformation of Eq. �27�, an occupation matrix for each
subshell with an orbital polarization can be obtained. The
proposed scheme can be applicable to general cases: any
crystal field, any number of electrons in the subshell, and any
orbitals �p ,d , f�. Once the occupation redistribution step is
applied during the first few SC steps only, then no more
redistribution steps are required during the subsequent SC
steps. Therefore, after the SC iterations, the final results of
occupation number distribution should settle on its minimum
energy configuration. Even in the case of strong orbital po-
larization, in principle, the SC method should give a correct
ground state, but in practice there may exist a possibility of
being trapped in a local minimum. The orbital polarization
scheme which we suggested here is a method for assuring the
ground state even in a situation where several orbital con-
figurations are almost degenerate. By the comparison of total
energies the local trap issue can be resolved.

The total DOS of CoO bulk obtained by this proposed
scheme is shown in Fig. 5�b�. From the comparison of Figs.
5�a� and 5�b�, it is shown that this proposed scheme induces
the band gap due to the orbital polarization. In addition, the
total energy of the orbital polarization state given by Fig.
5�b� is 1.5 eV/unit-cell lower than that of the nonorbital po-
larization state of Fig. 5�a�, which demonstrates that the oc-
cupation redistribution scheme works effectively in search of
the lower energy ground state.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Total DOS of CoO calculated with and

without orbital polarization. Ū=4 eV is used. Fermi level is set to
be zero �vertical dotted line�.
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F. Linear-scaling LDA+U

The LCPAO method with the LDA+U aims at the elec-
tronic structure calculations of large-scale correlated sys-
tems. When this scheme is combined with a linear-scaling
method, the so-called O�N� method, the applicability of the
scheme can be significantly extended up to large systems
more than thousands of atoms. As an illustration of the
linear-scaling LDA+U calculation, we present a comparison
between the conventional k-space method and a divide-
conquer �DC� O�N� method13,18 with respect to the SC con-
vergence of MnO bulk and the error in the total energy. Fig-
ure 6 shows a residual norm of the charge density in the
reciprocal space as a function of SC steps. We see that the
convergence rate of the DC method is comparable to that of
the conventional k-space method. The difference in the total
energy by the DC calculations compared to that by the
k-space method was less than 0.0029 �Hartree/atom�. Al-
though a primitive cell including four atoms was used in the
calculations, the DC method becomes more efficient when
the number of atoms in the unit cell exceeds the crossing
point Ncross at which the computational time by the k-space
and DC methods intersect with each other. The crossing
point Ncross can be estimated by Nc

3/2, where Nc is the number
of atoms in the cluster used in the DC method,18 and it is
estimated as 693/2=573 in this case. Therefore the illustration
clearly suggests that, along with this line, our scheme could
provide an efficient method of achieving linear-scaling
LDA+U calculations of large-scale strong correlated sys-
tems.

IV. APPLICATION TO „NiO…m / „CoO…n MULTILAYER

Due to the recent progress in the materials deposition
technique, intriguing magnetic property appearing at the in-
terface has been vitally studied. One of those systems is the
Mott insulator interface such as �LaTiO3� / �SrTiO3� �Ref. 48�
and �NiO�m / �CoO�n interface.49 For example, Borchers et
al.49 performed the neutron diffraction and heat capacity
measurements of NiO/CoO superlattice along the �111� di-

rection to understand the exchange coupling and the mag-
netic proximity effect at the interface. The transition tem-
perature of the superlattice is observed to be in between that
of bulk NiO and CoO, and the antiferromagetic order in CoO
survives through several layers from the interface even above
the Neel temperature of CoO.49

As a step toward a large scale application of LDA+U
methods, we carried out electronic structure calculations for
the �NiO�m / �CoO�n superlattice structures of �111� interface
and the periodic unit cell by using our LDA+U method with

the dual representation of the local projector and Ū=5 eV.
First, �NiO�m / �CoO�n superlattice structures with various
values of m=n have been studied up to m=n=40, in which
the total number of atoms per unit-cell is 160, the compa-
rable size to the experimental ones.49 Since the AFM order-
ing is not broken in this case, each layer of CoO and NiO
remains independent and a little disturbance of the electronic
and magnetic structure does appear at the interface. Ni and
Co magnetic moments as well as the local band gap are
almost equivalent to the bulk values.

An odd number of mono-oxide layers are, however, ex-
pected to frustrate the magnetic orderings and give rise to
confined FM bilayers inside the AFM ordered superlattices.
To understand the competition of magnetic interactions un-
der frustrated spin configurations, we performed the
calculations50 for three different FM bilayer configurations:
�i� FM bilayer inside the CoO layers �Fig. 7�a��, �ii� FM
bilayer inside the NiO layers �Fig. 7�b��, and �iii� FM bilayer
at the NiO-CoO interface �Fig. 7�c��, and examined the sta-
bility of those magnetic structures. It is found that the FM
bilayer tends to favor energetically the localization of the FM
ordered bilayers within the �CoO�n layers, which still re-
mains insulating. The result is consistent with the fact that
the AFM coupling of CoO is weaker than that of NiO.49 As
shown in Fig. 7, the configuration �a� has a lower total en-
ergy than that of �b� and �c� by 5.5 and 46.3 meV, respec-
tively. The relative coulping strength of AFM can be esti-
mated from the total energies of bulk AFM and FM phases.
The total energy difference of Etot�FM�−Etot�AFM� for CoO
and NiO gives about 196 and 348 meV, respectively, and the
values are in reasonable agreement with the previous

FIG. 6. �Color online� The residual norm of charge density in
loge scale as a function of SC steps calculated by conventional band
method and DC method.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Schematic drawing of magnetic structure
of a NiO-CoO multilayer calculated in this study and their total
energy: eight layers for NiO and seven for CoO. In AFM ordered
structures �blue�, FM ordering �red� is placed in the Co �a�, Ni �b�
layers and at the interface �c�, respectively.
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calculations.42,51 Therefore it can be concluded that FM layer
is possibly formed in the CoO layer during the experiment
materials deposition. Absolute values of the magnetic mo-
ment at each transition metal layer are shown in Fig. 8, in
which �a�–�c� correspond to those of Fig. 7, respectively. It is
noted that there is about 3–5% enhancement of magnetic
moment at the FM ordered layers.

V. SUMMARY

We present a nonorthogonal tight-binding formulation of
the LDA+U method and its implementation based on the

state-of-the-art linear combination of pseudoatomic orbital
�LCPAO� method, which is suitable for large-scale O�N�
electronic structure calculations based on the density func-
tional theory. To be consistent with the use of a nonorthogo-
nal LCPAO basis in regard to the sum rule of the total num-
ber of electrons, we introduce a dual representation of the
occupation number matrix instead of the on-site or full rep-
resentations. For typical transition metal oxide bulk systems,
the band gap, magnetic moment, and detailed electronic
structures are investigated with respect to the choice of basis
orbitals and effective U values as well as the definition of the
occupation number matrix. The results are in good agree-
ment with previous theoretical and experimental studies, in-
dicating that the proposed LDA+U scheme coupled with
O�N� methods is a quite promising approach for the study of
large-scale strongly correlated systems consisting of local-
ized d-electrons. Linear-scaling eigenvalue solver combined
with the LDA+U method has been tested and it gives the
reasonable result for O�N� LDA+U calculation of the corre-
lated systems including thousands of atoms. Our method is
applied to the �NiO�m / �CoO�n superlattice to investigate the
possibility of stacking fault in the experimental situation and
will be applicable to the nanoscale simulation for the corre-
lated electron materials such as surface, interface, cluster,
and defect systems.
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